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By A nthony F. C iavatta
Resident rates will rise to approximately $1,000 a year for everyone living on
campus by the time the newest dorm is completed.
The Administration justifies the increase as necessary. They maintain more
housing will not only benefit the students, but also the College as a whole.
Construction of the new building, to be located north of Bohn Hall, is scheduled
to begin in November 1979. It will house 640 residents. The estimated cost is
$13,700 per bed, or approximately $9 million. Two months ago the estimated cost
was $10,000 per bed, or a little over $6 million, $3 million less than the present
figure. The dorm should be ready for occupancy by the Fall of 1981.
The Administration says the higher residency rates are due partly to inflation.
College officials feel that this dorm may begin a trend which could change MSC
from a commuter to a resident college. The building will resemble Bohn Hall in
many ways. However, it will remain unique with several inovative design features.
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M O N T C L A R IO N /John Laskey

SA N TA SNUGGLES WITH HIS HELPERS: Freshmen Pam Thompson
and Tersh Bauer cuddle up to Santa in their decorated room in Wehster Hall.

Raymond M. Stover, Director of Housing, said the cost of the new building will
be distributed among all residents. While sitting neatly dressed in his office on the
Fourth Floor of Bohn Hall, he explained why. “Stone Hall is paid for, Bohn Hall is
not,” he said. “If residents from each dorm paid for their building only. Stone
residents would be paying nothing, while Bohn residents would pay a great
amount,” Stover calculated.
Lawton W. Blanton, Dean of Students, said that in addition to the 640 beds being
built, he would like to see 1,800 more constructed. This adds up to 2,440 more beds
than MSC has now. He feels, “many people want dorm life, but can’t get it.”
“We expect the building will be a pleasant place to live with various features,”
Jerome Quinn, Director of Institutional Planning, said. According to Quinn, the
highlight of the structure will be a “central, multi-level courtyard, with a glass roof.”
He remarked that the style of the building will “mimic Bohn Hall.”
“ It seems only fair to charge everyone the same,” Stover said. “ If we set room
rates according to construction cost, it would be inequitable,” he added.
Surrounded by hundreds of manuals, Quinn stated that if there is an appreciable
difference in the quality of housing, rates should be adjusted accordingly.
(C ont. on P. 7)

W h ere’s T u ition G oing N ow ?
By M ary Ann D eFiore
The recently passed tuition policy for
all State higher educational institutions
is now in the process of being officially
approved by the State of NJ. The policy
will pass through the hands of NJ
Governor Brendan Byrne, the State
Assembly, and the State Senate before a
definite amount is established for the
tuition increase likely to occur in
September 1979.
This policy, which recommends that
NJ undergraduates pay 309V of their
total educational costs, was passed by
NJ’s Board of Higher Education at their
Nov. 18 meeting in Trenton. If this
recommendation is adopted by State
officials, a full-time undergraduate
State College student taking 30 credits
would, pay approximately $740 of the
$2467 it costs to educate him yearly. /
In a recent phone interview A1
Felzenberg, Confidential Assistant to
NJ Chancellor of Higher Education, T.
Edward Hollander, explained that the
entire higher education budget, of
which the tuition policy is a part, is
submitted to Byrne to be included in his
State budget for the fiscal year 1980.
Felzenberg said that Byrne has three
options open to him concerning the
tuition policy and the State budget. He

could approve all of the recommenda
tions made by the Board in this tuition
policy and thus incorporate it in the
State budget; he could reject it and then
make further recommendations to the
Board; or he could veto specific parts.of
the policy and also discuss them with
the Board.
Byrne must weigh the budget requests
and competing needs from all the other
State departments, including the
Department of Higher Education. He
roust compare the various costs and
compensate between departments in
order to establish a fair and equitable
budget, according to Felzenberg.
“Byrne was asked to accept this
principle to change the tuition policy
decisions that have been made in the
past. The past tuition policies weren’t
rational. They were made at the last
minute. If the State needed money, they
would raise the tuition. It was a
haphazard system,” Felzenberg stated.
¡nearly February, Byrne will submit
his State budget to the Assembly for
approval. The higher education budget
and the tuition policy will be a part of
this. The State budget will be debated
and discussed in the Assembly
Appropriations Committee.
If the Assembly accepts it, they will

submit it to the Senate where it will
enter the Senate A ppropriations
Committee. Both houses have the right
to request that changes be made in
certain areas of the budget. Upon
Senate approval, the budget would be
sent back to Byrne for his signature of
approval or his veto.
in the course of his conversation
Felzenberg supported the Board’s
action of adopting this tuition policy.
“The tuition policy is the fairest means

of adjusting tuition. There is a certain
amount of predictability in it, instead of
an astronomical increase all in one shot.”
“The Board decided how much
should be assessed to students. If they
had done nothing, tuition could have
been set at a higher rate. Also, if they
had failed to act, Byrne would have no
recommendations to act on (concerning
higher e d u c a tio n ),” F elzenberg
remarked.

High(?) Honors

A H o lid a y
The MONTCLARION will be on
vacation for Christmas, so good-bye for
now. But we’ll be back on Jan. 25 for
another information filled semester on
the MSC campus. Until then... Happy
Holidays to All and to All a Good
Night!

\_;_

And now presenting The Monty’s,
the MONTCLARION’s “Person of
the Year” Awards. See which of your
favorite personalities on campus
received these “coveted” awards. For
a list of the winners, see the
Centerfold.

Yeh and N ay
Kisses for the ten best, and hisses
for the ten worst. Jose M. Freire
gives us his list of the best and worst
films of 1978. See his review on P. 16.
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Entertainment Presents

Disco-Beer Blast
Featuring:

“Sound Tech’s” Wall of Sound
Including: Light Show,
Special Effects,Dance Contest

Thurs.,Dec.14,1978-8PM
Ballrooms A,B,C-SC
Admission $1
Beverage 3/$1

Free hot dogs
and munchies

liquor license No. 39552

Must be 18

MSC B o o k sto r e
N ow thru
F r i.,D e c .2 2

.V

MONTCLÄRION ' Thiirs.rF>ec.'14,1978'

F reem a n F a lls In to D a rti Â g e s
AH residents of Freeman
Hall, and personnel of Russ
Hall, Chapin Hall, and Panzer
Gym were in potential danger
on Dec. 11, when a power
blackout cut off the fire alarm
system.
At midnight, Dec. 11, a wire
shorted in one of the cables
linked to these buildings,
according to Elliot Mininberg,
Vice President for Adminis
tration and Finance. For 17
hours, there \yas no erectri,cjty.

hot water, or heat.
The Cafeteria was shut down
at Freeman. All residents had
to eat their meals in the Bohn
Hall Cafeteria.
Raymond M. Stover, Dean
of Housing, said that outside
contractors had been called in
by C am pus M ain ten an ce ,
personnel, and Mininberg. At
4:45 PM, that day, Stover said
that power might be on by 10
PM that night. However, at
4:40 PM, Mininberg called to
tell him that power would be
restored by 5 PM. Shortly after

5 PM an announcement was
made at Bohn Hall that power
was on again.
jf power had not been
restored, Stover and Dan Levy,
Freeman Hall Director, were
working out a plan of action. If
residents could have gone
home, they would have been
urged to do so, Some residents
had made plans to move in with
friends in the other dorms.

Skip Usignol. Cafeteria
Director.- gave his approval for
using Bohn’s Cafeteria as a
study lounge. Stover said that
Tnen could have used showers
in Stone Hall or Bohn’s Fifth
Floor. Women could use
B ohn’s S ix th F lo o r for
showers.
Because of no alarms.
C am pus Police pat ro led
f reem an S t a l l reg u larly .

T h e S p ir it o f
C h ristm a s P re se n t
Residents of the dorms have
been decorating all week,
hoping that their wings will be
awarded the $25, $15, or $10
prizes for first, second, or third
place. One lounge of Freeman, .
Stone, Webster, or Bohn Hall,
will win a $50 prize. In Bohn
Hall, one lounge per house
council will be judged.
A ccording to L ilibeth
Sadler, at the Federation
Meeting on Dec. 11, the judges
of the contest were announced.
Shirley Harris, Secretary to
Raymond Stover, Dean of
-H'o'tisftig, and Lois Redd,
"C O'crrdi n ato r ~ o f ;;;uH oii$infr
gServices $wiIf have the difficult,
task of awarding the prizes.
Thè Kwanza celebration was
held in seven sections to
represent the seven days that
the holidays are celebrated in
The Black Student Coopera
Africa. On Dec. 11, BSCU
tive Union (BSCU) held
presented a play entitled, “A
“Kwanza ; Celebration ’78” on
Man and a Women,” that.was
Dec. 12, in thè Student Center
tied in t tf t h e . Kwanza
Ballrooms. A flier sent out by! Celebration.
BSCU described Kwanza as an
All dorm decorations must
African holiday meaning the
be down by 5 PM Wed., Dec.
“first fruits of harvest.”
20, according to the Federation
The Jewish Student Union
announcement posted in the
(JSU) is having a “Chanukah
dorms. All dorms will close for
Semi-Formal,” Sat., Dec.23. It
Winter Break at 5 PM Dec. 22.
will be held at Town and
The Cafeterias will close after
Campus, in West Orange.
dinner on Wed. Dec. 20.
Despite the fact that finals
are looming ominously ahead,
MSC students are still getting
into the holiday spirit.
Residence Hall Federation is
s p o n s o rin g a C h ris tm a s
Decoration Contest for all the
d o rm s. J u d g in g of the;
decorations is today, at dinner.

M ONTCLÀR IO N / Layetta Bacon

KWASiZA C À PERS: T h e A r t Blakely Jr. Jazz Group
performs in the Student Center Ballrooms as part o f the Black
Students Cooperative Union's (BSCU) Kwanza celebration.

according to Stover, All
residents were given a flier with
the emergency phone number
in casé of fire. But as of 4:15
PM, Stover and Levy had not
' devised a good method of
notifying residents of a fire.
Mininberg explained in a
phone interview, that 60 ft. of
cable had to be replaced. He
said that the short in the câble
had to be replaced. He said that
, the short in the cable was
discovered at 6 AM, but
reestablishing the transformer
and replacing the cable took all
day.
Stover did not have the name
of the contractor called in, or
the cost. “I wasn’t worried
about the money side of it,” he
said.
There was no problem with
food, spoilage at Freeman
according to Usignol. “ By luck,
today happened to be delivery
day, so all food was brought
down here (to Bohn). Only
canned goods are left at
Freeman,” Usignol explained
during the day. Usignol added
that all deliveries would be
made to Bohn, until the power
was restored.
Stover said that most of the
residents at Freeman were very
cooperative and patient. Lynne
Crosbee, Desk Assistant at
Freem an, sa.id. that rpost
residents just curled up in
'blankets, and settled in for the
cold winter's night. “Of course,
there were some parties, too,”
she laughed.
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FOR A
QUIET
STUDY BEFORE EXAMS?
THEN TRY:

R obbery At
Newman H ou se

Even religion feels the effect of crime in our society today.Newman House, the Catholic organization on campus, had an
IBM electric typewriter stolen from its Valley Rd. location on Dec. 8.
The typewriter, which was dead bolted to an office desk, was taken
when all members of the Newman community were holding a noon
Mass in the Russ Hall Lounge.
Rev. Kenneth Herbster, chaplain for Newman, said the cost for
replacement of the typewriter is $780.
He said that the doors to Newman House were open at the time of
the theft. The building was only vacant for the one hour-during which
the Mass- was taking place.
Jayne Rich, Director of Campus Security, said that- at this time
there are rfo leads as to who the culprit is.
S
Herbster’added that nothing else in the House was touched, other
than the typewriter.

coffee and
donuts provided
with

PLACE: LIFE HALL CAFETERIA
WHEN: EXAM WEEK, MON., TUES., WED., THURS.,
g DEC. 18—21
TÏMÉ MON. 10:30 PM—1 AM
•••’
- TUÈS.^-THURS:, 7:30 PM—1 AM
A SERVICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS & THE PUBUC RELATIONS COMMITTEE OF THÉ SGA
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By N ora D ePalm a
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HRO On T he Go

E leva to r O v e rlo a d
At New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) vandalism
has been a large problem. According to Jim Zeitler of the
Vector vandalism of the elevators has been widespread.
Also, in all buildings, light and windows are being broken or
dismantled. The elevators, which have a capacity of 17
people, are being crammed with as many as 25 to 30 people.
According to Zeitler, there is very little that the college
can do to prevent this practice. Ray Boxer, Associate Dean
of Students, said, “If a student is caught vandalizing or
misusing the elevators, he will face professional conduct
charges and will be held responsible for all damages.”

T he S to ck to n S ta k es
Approximately 95 students met last Thursday with Chuck;
Tantillo, Vice President of Campus Programs, and Ron'
Rice, Director of Housing Services at Stockton State College to discuss the housing lottery which will limit the
number of apartment lease renewals for on-campus
residents, according to Tom Benner of the Argo.
According to Tantill, “We have to be able to tell incoming
students that they do have a fair chance at getting oncampus housing.”
It is proposed that 600 current dorm residents will be
provided with on-campus housing, according to Rice,
meaning that an estimated 97-99% of those who desire lease
renewals will be provided with on campus residence. The
remaining 412 vacancies will be reserved for incoming
Freshmen, transfer students, and Stockton students
currently on the housing waiting list.

By Debbie Reynolds
The Human Relations Organization (HRO) is
an organization concerned with improving the
communication skills between individuals: and
groups. Communication involves being really
aware of how you’re thinking and, more
importantly, expressing true feelings in a way-that can be understood and put to good use by
other people.
The main activity of HRO is the Laboratory
Weekend; this September, HRO held a
Communication Workshop and in October a
Lab Weekend entitled “ Sexuality and
Sensuality” . The weekend provides an
atmosphere which is condusive to learning
communication skills. The time is divided
between C om m unity sessions, T-G roup
sessions, and Free Time,
The Community Sessions give participants a
chance to meet and interact with other people
like themselves at the lab. The T-Group is a
sensitivity group, usually consisting of eight to
12 people. These are the people who you will
work with for a good part of the weekend. In the
group, individuals learh through experience by
interacting with the group about themselves and
others. Free Time is self-explanatory. What
must be understood is that this is not a weekend
to party in the woods. You are there to work.
The weekend has many benefits to offer, but, as
in any other case, some investment must be
made: With H'RO the: investment is in the self.
. The HRO weekend is not group therapy a’nd

PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
$5.10 PER HOUR

R u tg ers-P a ss or F a il?
Basic Skills has become an issue at Rutgers LlniversityCamden. According to John Barna of the Gleaner, Rutgers
students did well on Basic Skills tests, but a partial release of
the results show that the students in the University system
did poorly. Acting University President, Paul Pearson, said
that Ed Barr, the Chairman of the Board of Higher
Education (BHE) lumped all the colleges together, including
Community Colleges, State Colleges, and the University, to
show that the Basic Skills results were poor.
Fewer than 18% of the University students scored below
the mean, 13% of admissions were special admits, so this
results in a 5% deficiency among students. Out of 17,000
total students who took the English exam, 1241 scored
below the 65 scale, and out of 20,231 who took the Math,
1414 scored below 65. This represents 17% and 20% of.all
those taking the test. ' i
According to Barna, this should show that Rutgers did
well above the average of those taking the exams. ,,,
;■ : — B y llelane Becker

t o e x p & n ^ t & n , '

international company haS posn torts
available in all departments.

M y stery M on ey
In a report made public last Wednesday, it was discovered
that $23,000 is missing from the Security Department atr.;
Trenton State College (TSC) in parking fines and decal
money.
According to Chris Vota, Managing Editor of the Signal,
Trenton State College (TSC)’s student newspaper, “a lack
of internal security is responsible for the missing money.”
According to Vota, the money was never transmitted from
the Security Department to the Bursar’s Office. The State
Attorney General is presently investigating the matter.

should not be confused with such. People are not
encouraged to recall past personal histories and
deep, dark secrets. The weekend just deals with a
person’s interaction and gives him a chance to
practice his newly learned communication skills.
A person does not become an expert in human
relations after one weekend. The first weekend
may make a person aware that he has
communication skills and may start him
thinking about his interaction with others and
their’s with him. One of the returning
participants’ most frustrating experiences occurs^,
when they try to explain the weekend to ‘
someone who did not attend. You may hear
them exclaim in desperation, “It was great, we
learned how to communicate on a meaningful
level, but I don’t know how-” Because he has not
fully learned the skills, a returning participant’sattempts to communicate effectively - aridhonestly have been, on ■occasion,: termed
impractical and disrespectful. Learning takes
time. As this person experiments with new
behavior and interacts with his environment, he
will learn the most effective and considerate
means of communication.
HRO, under the leadership of Sue Delvino,
President, is temporarily sharing an office with
Council on International and National Affairs
(CINA) located on the Fourth F|oor of the
Student Center. For those interested,
interpersonal communication; and personal
growth workshops are sponsored approximately
' orice a month.

For Interviews, Call

759-0110 ext. 22

between 10 AM-6 PM, Monday-Friday

OLMEl

December 22nd & 23rd—The Final Exam,
Sussex Tpke., Randolph Twsp.-Saturday
Night, December 23rd' is our Annual

m

.

Christmas Party!

Don't Miss It — 895-3243_____ _
Christmas Night, Mon., December 25th—
Spend it with HOLME at Mother's, Rt. 23,

Wayne, NJ
Tues., December 26th—Down the shore
at the Stone Pony, Ocean & 3rd Ave. in
Asbury Park, NJ 988-7177
Wed.,

December 27th—A Special
Holiday Party at Dizzy Duncan's,Ridgedale Ave., Cedar Knolls, NJ 539-5086

Thurs.,- December 28th—Royal Manor
Norths Rt. 1, North Brunswick, NJ
Fri. & Sat., December 29th & 30thO ran ge , NJ
678-227

Dodd's,

New Y ear s Eve
Mother's, Rt. 23
Wayne, Nc1

M ONTCI.ARION Thurs:.Dcc. I4.I97X

S h u ttles S h u t D ow n In Snow
By Celeste Gomes
So far MSO has been lucky,
with only one big snowfall this
semester. If we get another one
while classes are in session, will
we be ready for it? Or rather,
will the shuttle buses be ready
for it?
About three weeks ago, on
Nov. 27, students were faced
with the problem of getting
around in the snow. Many did
not have snow tires, and to add
to their problem, the campus
wasnot plowed. Others had to
walk from as far as the “pits”
because the shuttle buses were
not running.
Elliot M ininberg, Vice
President for Administration
and Finance; explained why
the plowing of the Nov. 27
snow did not start until Nov.
28. He said M o n d a y ’s
maneuvers “seemed bad.” but
his office listened to the
weather reports that said rising
temperatures and rain would
melt.most of the accumulation.
“ I must be frugal with the
State’s money,” he said. Money
for snow removal comes from
State appropriations.
There was some salt and
sand spread around the campus
on that Monday, but most
shoveling and plowing was not
t donc until the nexi d ay . Due to

I

a lack of snow tires, driving
conditions for the shuttle buses
were hazardous. By 9:15 AM
on Mondav, no buses were

which were ordered for the
shuttle buses have not come in
veti
The buses were supplied with

all weather-sale tires, but have
already put in from 8000 to
11.000 miles and are a bit worn.
“I’m not going to play hero by
risking the lives of students and
the drivers,” Macagne said.
Unless conditions are better, “I
will not let those buses run, no
matter how many people
complain,” he said.
■ Macagne said that canvas
, bags with a sign stating that the

buses will not be in service will
be put on all bus stops around
campus during an emergency,
such as the last big snowfall.
In addition to the canvas
bags, many of the most
frequently called numbers will
be notified as to whether or not
the buses will run. MSC’s
operator. Campus Security,
and the Board on Transporta
tion Affairs (BOTA) are some
of these numbers.

Designer
Bridal Gowns
Wedding Party Coordinators
Bridesmaids Mother
Gowns for all Occasions
Custom Styling
Accessories

743-9056

M O N TCLA RIO N /Steve Dempsey

A / /. A BOA HD THE SHUTTLE BUS.' MSC students may not he
able to ride the shuttle buses this Winter. When driving conditions oh
canipUs are hazardous because o f the snow, the buses will not be
running.
running.
A c c o r d in g to I’ e t e r
Macagne. Assistant to the Vice
President of Administration
and Finance, the snow tires

606 Bloomfield Ave.,Bloomfield
MSC Student discount W this ad

■
I■

S p r in g

S e m e s te r
P o s it io n s
open for M o n t c la r io n

now
paid staff.

______________

Business Department
Graphic Aide

Typist

Photo Technician

C ontact the Montclarion Office
at 893-5230

Juniors & Seniors
Engineering-Physics
Chemistry-Math
A pplications are being accepted for
positions in the field of Nuclear Power
Generation. Succesful candidates receive
one year academic and practical training
in Nuclear Engineering. Training salary of
$ 12 ,500 . Rapid advancement to
respgnsibie positions in REACTOR

PLAY RACQUETBALL
A m e ric a s F a s te s t G row ing S p o rt
AT RACQU.ETIME COURT CLUB
Introductory Offer - With This Coupon Only

ONE HOUR OF COURT TIME
USE OF LOCKERS
EXERCISE ROOM
SAUNA, STEAM ROOM ONLY

2, 3, or 4 may play

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISOR vith
comm ensurate salary increases.
Additional com pensation includes fo ur
weeks annual vacation and free medical
and dental care. Position as com m issioned
Naval Officer. Send copy of transcript
with resume to:
o«ice
_____________

Navy Recruiting District
Gateway 1 Bidg.
Newark,NJ 07102

Valid Mon. Thru Fri. Til 4:30 Thru 1 2 /2 9 /7 8

a
8

c q

u

e

t i m

e

l i

ourt club
1 7 -1 0 RIVER R 0A 0, FAIR LAWN

for reservations Or information <- 791-3200
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datebook
TODAY, THURS. DEC. 14
WEEKLY MEETING: Sponsored by Reflections Magazine,
Purple Conference Room, Fourth Floor Student Center, 9
AM, all welcome to attend.
AUDITION: Sponsored by the Major Theatre Series, Studio
Theater, 7 to 9:30 PM, casting for The Shadow Box,
Director—Clyde McElroy, scripts are on reserve in the library.
SAT., DEC. 16
TW AS THE WEEK BEFORE CHRISMAS: Sponsored by
Newman House, Russ Hall Lounge, midnight, midnight mass
and eggnog party, open to all.
SUN., DEC. 24
MIDNIGHT MASS: Sponsored by Newman House, Studio
Theater,; midnight, egg nog party to follow mass.

C O N C E R T T IC K E T S :
basketball, football, and hockey
tickets available, excellent scats.
Ask for Steve—867-6355 between
6:30 and 8:30 PM.
FOR RENT: 6 miles from Big
Boulder in the Pocono Mountains.
Two bedrooms plus loft, plus sofa
bed in living room—sleeps eight.
Free standing fire place in living
room . Fully furnished with
modern appliances. $1800 for
season—December to April Call:
992-4971.
FOR SALE: 66 Buick Special
Excellent condition. Low mileage,
6 cylinder, great on gas. Call Bob
274-2315.
FOR SALE: 1972 AMC Gremlin.
AM /FM /8-Track. Power,/Steer
ing. Snows. 45,000 miles.. 17 mpg
city —25 mpg highway.'Call Allan
at 731-7914.
FOR SALE: Firebird Formula
400, Excellent condition-clean
loaded AM /FM 8 track, A/C,
power steering and brakes, power
windows, mag wheels, racing
steering wheel, red with whitef
interior. Call 893-5237. Asking—
$2300/
FOR SALE: Canon 35 mm
C am era w /C anon Electronic
Flash and , case. E xcellent
Conditions, four months old. Call
Paul. 893-4621._____________ _ _
FOR SALE: 1978 AMF Moped,
hardly used. Original condition.
$250.00. Call Ellen, 893-4745.
MOTORCYCLE: 1973 Honda.
CB-350-G Front Disc Brake, 5600
miles, excellent condition. $600.
Call John at 785-1534.
SKI BOOTS: Hanson Exhibition
(orange), fits sizes 11-13. Flo
Bladders for exact fit. A ski Boot
for high performance. Call Paul.
239-8841.
FOR .SALE: Snow Tires. 155SR13 on Rabbit Rims. Excellent
Condition used I season. $60, call
778-8054 after 5 PM.
FOR SALE: Threg Michelin X
steel-belted radial tires. Very low
mileage, tube-type. For more info,
call Ellen, 893-4745.

WOMEN HELPING WOMEN:
Peer Counseling. Monday &
T h u r s d a y — 10 A M —5 P M ,
Tuesday & Friday 10 AM—3 PM,
Wednesday 10 AM 9 PM.
Women’s Center, Life Hall.

HOUSEPARENTS. MARRIED
couple for 5 day work week, live-in
position to supervise 8 adolescent
g irls fo r g ro u p hom e in
Morristo wn. Prior experience with
y o u th and co lleg e deg ree
preferred. One person may have
outside employment or education
during the day. Starting salary
$9200.00 plus meals, private 3
room apartm ent with bath.
Interested applicants should send
resume to. Plaid House, 54
Western A ve, Morristown, NJ
07960.
LADIES GOLD Watch lost in
vicinity of Mallory Hall. $25
reward ofered if returned. .Call
Mary Ann at 567-0507.
NEED THREE people to sh are
house in Killirigton; for month of
January. $280 per person. Reply
immediately. Day 857-2600 Night
736-2956. .
N E E D H E L P in F re n c h ?
Beginning, Interm ediate and
Stylistics classes. Studied in Paris,
Call Mary at 891-5939.
NEEDED: A Weightlifting bench
capable of supporting 300 lbs. Will
pay up to $25. Call Rich or Nat at
746-0955.
PIANO LESSONS: Experienced
teacher is now accepting stfidents
of all levels for the fall. Lessons
taught at MSC. References avail.
212-686-7805.
UNHAPPY WITH Parking? We
need interested students to help
p u t in BOTA (B o ard on
Transportation Affairs), come see
us we’re in the SC Cafeteria, Phone
893-4204.
UNFAIR CAMPUS Ticket? You
can appeal through BOTA (Board
on Transportation Affairs). We’re
in the corner of the Student Center
Cafeteria, phone 893-4202.
V.W. R E P A IR S : Save $$,
Specialize in tune-ups, brakes,
rebuilding of carbureators, valve
adjustments, oil changes, etc.
Expert repairs at very reasonable
rate. Please call 744-6549 anytime
and remember the savings on
otherwise costly repairs.________

CMSSKD 4 DS
FOR SALE: 1971 Firebird, VA
A/C, P/S, blue, in good condition,
$1000, call 661-3082, ask for
Diane.
FOUND: RED Windbreaker,Oct.
27, Webster Road/Student Center
walkway to parking lot vicinity,
call Betty after 6 PM —746-7854.
FEM ALES: LEARN ab o u tr
relationship between personality
a n d h e a r t d is e a s e w h ile
participating in research study at
MSC, participants payed $20, call
Ms. T. Ross at 839-5220 between
12:30 and 3:30. or 8 and 10 PM.
PAIR OF firestone Town &
Country snow tires, WW, H78-I4,
almost ‘mew 900 miles, $55, call
836-3791.
GARAGE WANTED: Wish to
rent a garage in Essex County area,
please call Pete, 731-3511.
TOYOTA CELICA 1974: 5 speed,
A/C, D/B, silver with black
interior, A M /FM , good running
and body condition, asking$1900,
Mark 384-5751.

MOTORCYC1 E 1973 Honda .
CB-350-G. front dise brake, 5600
miles, excellent condition, $600,
call John at 785-1534.
FOR SALE: two week old E 78-14
Sears Guardsmen Snow Tires-with
rims, asking/$30, call Matt 8935230.
APPLICATIONS FOR campus^
based financial aid programs for
the Winter Session and/or Spring
semester of 1979 are now available
in the financial aid office, the
deadline for filing completed
applications/is Nov, 17, 1978.applications will be evaluated on a
rolling b asis until available funds,
are utilized.
FOR SALE: Two Delta 60 Road
Max, brand new, raised white
letters, 6-60-14, $84.50, call Pete at
381-5106. _______ ;________ ___
1972 HONDA Motorcylcc, good
condition, $250, call Marian at
4426/4407.
PROSE/POETRY; Submit work
for. Fall Quarterly, Fourth Floor
S tu d en t C en ter, ext. 4410,
deadline Nov. 10.
FOUND: WATCH please call
Edgar, 345-8198 on Weekends.
SUPPORT YOUR fellow Roman,
buy from the people in togas.
They’re pledging Alpha Kappa
Psi, and we’re holding their clothes
hostage.
FOR SALE: Two micro-acoustic
rffultiaxis loudspeakers, $200, call
228-0922.
HELP WANTED: Full of part
time counter help and/or cake
decorator, immediate opening
Carvel in Hackensack, call 4891768.
1973 CHARGER SE, tan, black
vinyl roof/interior, air, PS, PB,
slapstik. mags, 64000, excellent
condition, $1800, call 845-6136
after 6 PM.

HOUSE FOR sale: in Brant Beach
Long Beach Island, contact 2391289, mornings to twelve or 6 to 7
evenings, or thereafter, office
phone 4274, leave message with
secretary.
GUITARISTS: BASS and le^d
now being au d itio n e d for
established, top 40 lounge band,
no hard rock, serious please, call
DJ 887-1675.
197-5 PLYMOUTH Scamp, Slant
6 engine, air conditioning, good
tires, 42.000 miles, power steering,
white body with green vinyl roof,
and green interior, $2,700, call Lisa
694-8719.
BABYSITTER NEEDED: One or
two days per week, $2 per hour,
must have own transportation, call
773-2557.
IF ANYONE has information
about a black 1964 Volkswagen
stolen from Bohn Hall parking lot
on Oct. 8 please contact Security
or. l.ovey Williams, 1130 Bohn
Hall. 744-9889.
TWO ROOMS and bath in
teacher’s home on Valley Road.
^>25 a week for each, call Mrs.
Wallis 744-4700, or 746-0047.
BE YOUR own boss to sell
Costume and genuine jewelry, earn
to 100'V profit on your investment,
lowest prices highest profit margin
available for you, sales training
available, call Alicia’s Creation,
942-1770.
STUDENT ASSISTANT needed.
Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, MSC, fifteen
hours per week guaranteed, at 2.65
per hour, typing and clerical skills
necesary, AA/EO
Employer,
contact Ms. Goldstein, 893-4382.
WORK-STUDY
STUDENTS:
are needed immediately and for
Spring Semester in the Music
Dept., please contact Barbara
Lefchuk 893-5227. f
FOR SALE: Large desk with
disappearing typewriter table, oak
with five drawers, $25, call 6674896 any time.;
FREE TIRES: 600-12 (2 regulars
and 4 snows), 600-13 (2 regulars
and 2 snows), A78-I3 (2 snows),
free with purchase of wheels, one
each of 600-12, A78-13, $10 with
each wheel, call 667-4896 anytime.
ST R E T C H YOUR H oliday
Dollars, The Holley Thrift Shop,
370 Essex St., Hackensack,
bargains in gently used gifts,--toys
and decorations.
RIDE OR RIDERS wanted to
San Francisco with stop in Aspen
for two days, Dec. 26 to Jan. 20,
approximate, call Bill 482-2805
after 6 PM.
1974 CAPRP. V6 4-speed. AC,
sunroof, new radials and snows,
30,000 miles, best offer over $1850,
call 746-5825 after 5 PM.
LOST 1978 MSC college ring. 14
K gold, garnet stone, initials CDQ,
reward, call 484-7666.
BANJO FOR sale, Epiphone 5string with hard case, excellent
ad d itio n , $175, call Tom 7488591.

to sh a re p a rtly fu rn is h e d
apartment, for more information,
call Carol at 743-2256.
WANTED: STENOGRAPHER,
flexible hours at your convenience.
$2.65 per hour for the Admissions
Associâtes program, call 893-4444.
BABYSJTTERl Wanted: Steady
permanent positio.n for responsi
ble warm 'person, care for one 6year-old boy in my Great Notch
home, 3 to 6:30 PM week days,
starting immediately,- must have
own car, call 256-7974 after 6 PM
and weekends, or 643-3232, ext.
234 before 5 PM weekdays.
FOR SALE: Volkswagon, 1971,
red, automatic stick shift.great
condition, 35.000 miles, new
battery, new generator, must sell —
wife bough new ear, call Nick 4600059. asking $1000.
YAMAHA SKIS, 170 cm., brand
new, yellow. Solomon Bindings,
$75. call Joanne, 991-4919.
1975 FIAT 1315, blue, 4-door.
AM/ FM 8-track, / $2000, 8432925.
FOIL SALE: Marantz 1070. 35watt am plifier, loaded with
features, inaudible distortion, also
SAE 5000 noise reduction unit,
eliminates record clicks and pops,
call 472-9090 a fte r 5 PM
weekdays.
F E M A L E DANCE
needed to compete in
dancing, height - 5'6",
novice acceptable, call
6051, eve. 778-5867. ’

partner
Ballroom
beginnerday 434-

SNOW TIRES: D78.I4. Good
year studded, used one season,
mounted on Duster wheel, $40.
call.Bill eves'at 773-1448.
GUY INTERESTED in horses
and photography, would like to
meet a woman with similar
interests.; please call 256-3872 any
evenidng, Wayne.
F O U N D AT Re g i s t r a t i on:
envelope containing .cash and
identifiable information, with
proper identification, student may
claim at the Office of the Registrar.
WANTED: TRAVELING
companion for Europe Summer
’79, backpack, call Karyn 7562968.
VOLVO 1968, automatic, radial
tires, four door, good body, needs
a little work, $325, firm, 746-9073,
after 6 PM, leave message.
FOR SALE: 1968 VW* square
back, 1973 engine, body okay, runs
great, good on gas. $250 as is,
daytime call 893-4280, ask for
Rita, 751-3056 after 6 PM.
HELP WANTED: Graphic Arts,
paste ups, catalog, and flyers,
hours to suit your schedule, ToolTrtonics, Inc., 114 Rt. 46, Saddle
- Brook. NJ, 478-2203.

All Classified ads which are still
in the MONTCLA RION's
possesion will he discarded
today since this is our last issue.
All continuing ads will have to
he resubmitted n e x i semester.
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P E R C E N T A G E OF F R E SH M E N F A L L IN G BELOW
SU G G ESTED S T A TE CUT-OFF SC O R E

M SC B a s ic a lly G o o d
By Naedine Hazel!

to the last minute. Last minute
is the m iddle of th eir
Sophomore year when all
remedial requirements must be
satisfied.
Students may not under
stand the im portance of
finishing these requirements.
“Students need to read the mail
from the Basic Skills Offices,
for it is Very important,”
Wittenburg stressed.

MSC

Four-Year
State Colleges

Rutgers

25%
Reading
Sentence
19%
Structure
Logical
23%
Relations
22%
Composition
Total English. 22%
23%
Computation
-Algebra
29%

Statewide

17%

34 ■;

39'

18%~

33%

4F

17%
I8%
17%
17%
20' <

33%
36% :
35% 38% 47%

39'
43'

C\
rr

Statistics of the NJ Basic
Skills Placement Test show
that MSC Freshmen did
significantly better than the
Statewide average.
However, 23% of MSC
Freshmen fell below the cut-off
score and need some sort of
remediation.
The information from the
tests is used to determine if
students need help in particular
areas in order to do well in
college level courses. The
results of the test were sent out
in the late Summer to college
Freshmen throughout NJ and
are to be used by the students
and Administration for their
own benefit. MSC Freshmen1
scored higher on the tests than
the average student in the eight
four-year State Colleges of NJ.
The tests also pointed to the
fact that there is a basic skills
problem at MSC which needs
to be addressed.
Now it is necessary for the
students in need of remedial
help to contact their counselors
o r M a rio n W itte n b u rg ,
Coordinator of Basic Skills at
MSC, to find out how to get
remedial help.
“The Basic Skills Tests are
not pass/fail tests, therefore, it
,f'Ts not reasonable to speak of
It

students failing the test. Only
23% of the Freshmen were in
need of remediation at MSC,
and the State average was 36%,
so MSC students, on the whole,
did very well on the tests,”
Wittenburg said. (See chan fo r
more statistics.)
“ Here at MSC we do have a
basic skills problem that needs
to be addressed.' There is a
tendency toward the lowering
of standards, but we feel,
instead, that it is important to
give help to the students who
need it,” Wittenburg stated.

Basic Skills
Subtest

45'
■>7*

At this time 40% of students
in need of remedial work in
re a d in g have sc h ed u le d
themselves for help, and 30%
have begun work in math.
“ In a general sense there is no
problem with scheduling room
and the time for staff to give
help. The problem arises when
s tu d e n ts d o n ’t sc h e d u le
themselves. We have adequate
staff and space if students will
come in and talk with us as
soon as they are aware of their
remedial problem,” Witten
burg said.
There is the possibility that
the Remediation Program will
be overworked and short
staffed if students in need of
rernedial help leavp t,he classes

D orm P r ic e s R is e
(C ont. from P. 1)
feelings about the price
increase and MSC’s future
However, he confirmed that
when he said, “ MSC compares
the new building will be
very well with a lot of colleges
“comparable” to the old.
across the nation. MSCjis a
According to Stoves, each
b a rg a in .
year 800 more students apply
for housing than there is room
for. He predicts that with
North Jersey Women’s
greater availability of beds,
Health Organization
even more will apply. Blanton
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
thinks -more .dorms would
WAYNE. NJ 07470________
“definitely make the College
• VD Screening
better.” He added, “ Montclair
• Pregnancy Testing
is really an outstanding
institution. We could be
• Abortion Counselling
attracting many students we
•Birth Control
are not now attracting,” he
Information
said. Blanton added, “ More
housing wil.l bring more
278-4500
excitement, mpre action, and :
more weekend fun to MSC.”
The architect of the building
is N aM asky K o p e ls o n .
Architects of Morristown.
When asked if the architect
who
built Bohn Hall was
consulted, Quinn replied, that, *. A u to In s u ra n c e
he, Charles Luckman and
Low cost, immediate
A s s o c ia te s, “ is on the
coverage,
credit to all
disqualified bidders list in NJ,
. because of his work on Bohn
and Student Center.”
Blanton summed up his

A L L DRIVERS
AGENCY

SIT BACK MOTHER
LET THE SNEAKER FACTORY
TICKLE YOU FEET
'We specialize in athlete footwear'
FEATURING...
...and for all you
ballbusters

PU M A
NIKE
A D ID A S
BROOKS
ETONIC
CONVERSE
TIGER...

9680 Basket

...."AND MANY MORE"!
W h eth er you seek the proper footing for
wrestling, basketball, racquetball or other
specialized sport, a pair of crosscountry ski’s
- or just a good boot to face all our bad w eather
prospects...then it’s tim e , ou paid us a visit at
either of our convenient locations.
NYLON WHITE
J-1

w e have racketball equip,
by Ektelon & Leach; Shoes
by Patrick & Lotto & Nike,
and more.
For the outdoorsman

OPEN
EVERY NIGHT
TIL 9 PM
SAT. TIL 5:30

TIMBERLAND"

677-9220

CAMPING WAREHOUSE
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
1000 Q AM PING ITEMS
DOWN AN D POLARGUARD CLO TH IN G
ALWAYS ON DISPLAY

„. _ _

CAMPMOR
V M W ir m w m

Phone for easy directions
195 W. Shore Ave.
Bogota, N.J. 488-1550

Open Ttiurs. & Fri; til 9PM
Tues., Wed., Sat., til 5PM, Closed Sun. & Mon.

636 Cenimi Avenue
East Orange, NJ 07018

most major credit
cards honored'

waterproof & insulated

A

^
f

466 BLOOMFIELD AVE, CALDWELL, 228-5546
151 UNION BLVD, TOTOWA, 525-4465
RT. 46 EAST, LITTLE FALLS

BETWEEN "BURGER KING" & "PERKINS"
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ASARC Appreciated
Freshmen during the 1977 Fall
By B arbara J . R unser
Sem ester. This freeze in
MSC’s Business Administra
admissions was caused by a
tion Department is the largest
suddenly immense increase in
on- campus, consisting of
applications
for entrance into
approximately 2800 students
this Department.
o r 25% o f th e t o t a l
ASARC was created on
undergraduate population.
March
1 through a bill passed
However, it has been plagued
by the SG A. It was a very active
.by such c o n d itio n s as
and vocal group during this
overcrowded classrooms and a
past Spring Semester. It held
poor faculty/ student ratio of
an all day forum where both
34 to one.
students and Administration
Last semester, dissatisfied
discussed the problems facing
Business students could bring
the Business Administration
th eir c o m p la in ts to the
Department.
Administrative Sciences Ad
This group did have some
Rem Council (ASARC). This
positive
effects on the learning
stu d e n t o rg a n iz a tio n a t 
'^conditions
Tori MSC Business
tempted to make known to
Administration students. The
MSC’s Board of Trustees,
faculty/studetit ratio has
A d m in is tra tio n , and all
improved to 30 to one, though
members of the Collegeit is still high, compared to the
community the inadequate
averge MSC class ratio of 20 to
learning conditions that existed
one. TJiis improvement was
for Business students.
made by Theaddition of three
This Fall Semester, only
faculty membefs-this Fall to the
months after its creation,
present 40 member Business.
ASARC is non-existent. But it-'
Administration
teaching staff:
is not forgotten.
A
lso,
reco
m
m en d atio n s
“The ASARC movement
have been presented to MSC
proved that students can have
President David W.D. Dickson
power and influence in a
to
establish a separate School
constructive manner. Their low
of Business Administration. At
profile and highly professional
the present time. Business
approach attributed to their
Administration is part of the
success.
School
of Professional Arts
“ASARC can be as effective
now as it was in the Spring,” , and Sciences, whichrconsists of-,
six department areas.
Houston <j . Elam, Dean of the
Admissions to the Business
School of Professional Arts
Administration • Department
and Sciences comm ented
have been reopened to an
recently.
extent,
also. “The Business
The birth of the ASARC
Administration
Department is
movement was triggered by the
unfrozen in the respect that it
closing of the Business
can take in students to the
Administration Department to
capacity it can handle,” Elam
explained.
ASARC also helped in
getting plans under way for the
establishment of a Masters of
B u s in e s s A d m in is tr a tio n
(MBA) Program at MSC.
Elam noted that the plans for
this program are currently in
The MSC Dept, of Adult progress. But no action can be
Continuing Education will be
taken by MSC .until the NJ
conducting a three-day session to
train volunteers for Volunteers
Income Tax Aide (VITA). The
training will take place in the
Student Center on Wed., Jan 3
through Fri., Jan. 5, from 9 AM to
4 PM.
The VITA program, sponsored
rames
by the Internal Revenue Service
(IR S ) and th e A m erican
Association of Retired Persons
(AARP), is a free service designed
to help senior citizens to prepare
A R T IS T S * S U P P lîc 's "
their income tax returns. The
training will be done by IRS
flu s s o ?
instructors and training materials
and publications will be provided
D A IL Y -*3 0 ”7O 0
by IRS.
Volunteers do not have to meet
any education or experience
requirements. Those interested
should phone Alfred Mancuso of
the MSC Dept, of Adult
Continuing Education at 8935154/4430 or Kenneth Smith,
local AARP coordinator at 7444718.
M B WfcTCHUNiD AVE ¡MONTCÇAlK

M o n tc la ric a st

Board of Higher Education
decides which of the State
Colleges is best qualified to
receive this MBA program,
according to Elam.

«■

Thursday: Partly to mostly
cloudy. High 30-35; Low 20-25.,
Friday: Mostly Sunny. High
35-40; Low 23-28.
Saturday: Chance of snow or
rain. High 30-35; Low 20-25.
Sunday: Percipitation ending

with clearing. High 30-35; Low
15-20.
We also forecast that the
planet Venus will be visible
over the eastern horizon for a
few hours before sunrise each
day.

UPPER MONTCLAIR/ NEW JERSEY

$GA,inc

07043

The staff
and management
wish all of our listeners
a Happy Holiday.
Continuous broadcasting
from 10AM - 1AM
o u e r -th e v a e & tio w

sKWiyasMiaMiito»..

See you next semester!!!
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VITA
T raining

TÜDENT

*

This Winter Break

* Jan. 1st-5th; Jan. 7th-12th; Jan. 14th-19th

GREAT VALU

f

* 5 Days of lifts; First Class lodging with heated
H pool and 2 whirlpools, private bath.

^ Meals- Full course dinner and breakfast

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

$149

( J a n . 1 s t - 5 th

$129)

Hscount!!!

* Contact PAUL McNEILL

239-8841

%
y.

I

(all in clu sive )

*

$25 Deposit Required
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «If Üf *||**>||* ^

«.ta ^ ^ ^

^
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T e le r a d T o T a k e T o p R a t m g
By Nancy J. Reamy
The Broadcasting Majors at
MSC work diligently for the
.entire semester to bring about
one d ay o f c o n tin u o u s
television programming.
This day each semester is
called “Telerad”; the 11th such
day took place recently on
campus. .
f
On Dec. 5 and 6 between the f
hours of 9 AM and 3 PM,
Telerad XI, the culmination
of a semester long production
project of the MSC Broadcast
ing students took to the
airwaves. The production
programs were shown via
closed circuit TV in the TV
studios on the basement floor
of College Hall the first day,
and in the lobby of Life Hall the
following day to give the
non Broadcasting students the
opportunity to view the various
shows.
Telerad is considered a
tremendous extra-curricular
le a rn in g e x p e rie n c e for:
students in the Bfoadcasting
field.
Telerad
is presently a
program that is unique to the
MSC campus.
The Telerad programming
will most likely be altered in the
future to make way for newer
projects.

In the words of Howard
Travis, Assistant Professor of
Broadcasting, "‘Telerad’ is an
attempt by the students to
apply in a practical way the
skills it takes to coordinate a
number of hours of program
ming and having it make sense
to the viewer," he said. “It is

one of the best experiences for
our Majors. It’s a healthy
process for those students
moving into business and the
creative world of Broadcast
ing,” he added.
Telerad
has been in
existence at MSC since the
Broadcasting curriculum was

established in the Fall of 1973.
Clad in overalls and a red
checked shirt, Travis said the
idea was adapted from a similar
program formerly offered at
the University of Michigan but
believes that the MSC program
is the only one of its kind in the
area.

When the new color TV
studios are built and in
operation, Telerad will most
likely disappear. We will be
going gradually,” Travis said.
The Broadcasting students will
possibly be working with cable
stations in the area because
“our responsibility will be to
the community, rather than to
ourselves.” he added.
Telerad
is a totally
student-run, extra-curricular
activity, but, “a vital activity
within Broadcasting,” Travis
commented. He said the
students have to learn to work
together “toward a goal with
each other.” The Executive
B oard of
T elerad
is
responsible for the'continuity
of the programs, station ID’s,
and deciding what programs
shall be aired and at what time.
T h is y e a r
T e le r a d
consisted of a lot of original,
serious drama instead of
humor. The shows can either be
original scripts ,o.r adaptations.

LIVE FROM THE MSC- TV STUDIO: Keith Schumann handles the switchboard while
Nancy Reamy and Maria Gonzalez discuss the upcoming Tetrad newscast.

NEW JERSEY’S
LARGEST
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

FRYE

300 YARDS NORTH OF
ROUTE 4
ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS HONORED.

Travis had hoped to have
i Telerad XI broadcast on the
TV monitor system around
campus this semester, but was
prevented howeCer. by the
disagreements and legal tie-ups
concerning this new system.

PHONE 843-6515
OPEN MON. thru FRI.
9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 to 9

¡/¡MÛ
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The
M o n ty ’s
Com piled B y
The U O \T< L IM O \

Asa The Stomach Ti
presented to Cuisine Ltd.
for their “lively" dishes,
specialize in crabs.

Staff

Worst Coverage of an All-American to
the MONTC L A R I O N fo r their
coverage o f Ken Mallory’s record
breaking career.

The Looking for Mr. Presi
presented to Charles “Ch
Sahner for evading the press
rumored that reporters /
beards while waiting for hi
to his office. To save time,
out the Primrose Diner.
The Et Tu Brute Award for the dirtiest
SGA election in the history o f MSC.

/
Most Likely to be Obese Award
presented lo Gene Lazo, thè three-time
winner qfthe Dunkin Munchkin Lating
Contesi.

The Richard M. Nixon Champion of
the Free Press Award presented to
Chuck Sahner for dosing down the
MONTCLAR/ON.

Most Talked About Issue on College
Campuses Award goes to National
Lampoon's Animal House for spurring
toga parties and food fights!

Administrative Blunder of the Year
Award presented to President David W.
D. Dickson for opening school during a
fourteen-inch blizzard. -

MONTC1.ARION 'T hurs.,I)ec.,l4.1978

EDITOR’S NOTE: The M O N TY’s are
awarded to the outstanding personalities on
the M SC campus for feats above and
beyond normal comprehension. It should
be understood that these awards are
presented on a purely arbitrary basis and
have no real meaning-- except for the fact
that most of these awards are well deserved.
We hope that the recipients of the various
awards appreciate their infamy. Happy
Holidays!!!!!!!!!

The Pitzer Peace Talks Award goes to
the peace agreement attempt made h r
the MONTCLARION to the SGA in
the form o f soft hall diplomacy. Too had
they failed.

>r Mr. President Award
"hartes “Cha:. Chuck"
ling the press. It has been
reporters have grown
ailing far hint to return
'o save timé, firsCcheck
se Diner.

I he Bert Lance Awa r d to . th e
M()\ 7 ( I.. I RÍO,\ for the allegedly
shadiest bookkeeping system o f any Class
One organization.

The Great Expectations Award to Ms.
Jayne Rich fo r her attempts in taming
the MSC parking problems.

The Bonnie and Clyde Award presented
to Doris Asdall and Douglas Miller o f
the Faculty-Student Co-op fo r robbing
the students blind.

The Chef-Boy-Ardee Award presented
to President David W. D. Dickson;
Lawton W. Blanton, Dean o f Students;
and Raymond Stover, Director o f
Housing, fo r serving the students at
Bohn Hall. They sure know how to dish
it out!____________________________

M O NTCLARIO N ¡Thw^;ßec.;lf.;l97K,/

U p, U p a n d A w a y
The NJ Board of Higher Education passed a tuition
increase proposal in Novem ber which will probably take
effect in Septem ber of 1979. This proposal now goes to the
State Assembly and Senate. There is little doubt that the
official approval will be swift and superficial.
Tuition increases have come before, and students have
traditionally been vehemently opposed to them . But this
increase brings with it a unique tw ist—tuition will now be
tied to higher educational costs a t a 30% rate.
Tying tuition to costs may well lead to tuition increases
every year. As .double-digit inflation plagues the country,
so, too, will tuition rise to support the soaring costs of
m aintenance, faculty and adm inistrative salaries, and
m aterials.
A lthough members of the Board claim that no increases
can be implem ented without their approval, the present
policy looms om inously over the heads of all NJ State
College students.
NJ already places in the lowest 10% of the list of states’
subsidization of Higher Ed.
This position m akes it
questionable that students should be bearing part of the
brunt o f a $200 million shortfall in the state budget. This
shortfall is being pointed at by the Board as the reason
necessitating the increase.
A lthough public Higher Education apparently has,to tak e'
its place with ¡all other state supported agencies in m aking
up for the shortfall, it does not call for a sweeping change in
tuition policy.
Y
Tuition increases may become a chronic controversy, an
issue that clouds other Higher Educational problem s.
It looks like the students will again be “paying the price”
of a Board of Higher Ed. decision. Instead of worrying
about an increase every two to three years, students may
look forw ard to one at the opening of every school year.

P au sin g For
H o lid a y Thoughts
The 1978 academ ic year is rapidly draw ing to a close,
Students are now in the process of cram m ing and
scram bling to attain those all im portant A’s and B’s, and
they can little afford to ponder the m eaning of the holidays.
But in your haste to achieve the big “A” , we think th a t it is
im portant to stop for a few m inutes to look back a the
- previous 365 days and take stock of your achievements.
View the holiday season as the pit Stop ill the race to the top
of the academ ic world. T ake tim e out to enjoy your relative
youth because it is not going to last you very long.
On th at deep philisophical note, the M O N T C L A R IO N
staff would like to extend its w arm est wishes to our readers
for a very happy and enjoyable holiday season.
We would also like to wish the new editors all the luck in
the world in coping with the upcom ing sem ester...heaven
knows they are going to need it.
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S h u td ow n
Slam m ed
By M ariana D um anovsky and J o Ann Gilmore
Do y o u think that the SG A President and Treasurer sh o u ld have the pow er to shut
dow n the M O N T C L A R I O N ?

“1 don’t think they should have the powerto
shut down the paper. The students should have
been able to voice their opinions. I think the
paper is important because it
informs the student body of
events and activities.”
John Biddescomh
Chemistry/198/
“It’s not clear as to what happened. But 1 feel
that a committee should have decided rather
than two people. 1 think he panicked. It should
have been handled in another
way. But on the other hand,
sometimes a person in charge
must make a qyick decision,”
Shirley Palevsky
Philosophy/1979

“I don’t feel the decision to shut down the
paper was right. They should have gotten the
consent of the student body before act in*!..They shouldn't have made a decision
without all of the information.”
Tony Elorio
Industrial Education/1982
“I don’t think the paper should have been
closed just to look at a bookkeeping system. The
paper could have kept running and the audit
done at the sam etim e. 1 think they have the
power to speak for the students,
should have been appointed to
look into the situation. They
should have known all the facts
before making their decision.”
Jim McGrath
Business A dministratiojj/1980

r\ ioi oi siuaenis i o o k iorwara to tne paper
every week. It was a cut-off of our communica
tion system. We gain information about MSC
other colleges. It was ridiculous
to cut off the paper with
nothing to put-in its place.”
''jH pyapy
Andrea Dunlap
Home Economies/1979
“Sometimes the paper is a source of informa
tion. I don’t think they should ha\e shut down
the paper. The SGA should represent the
students, not take their power
away. By one person having all
the power, the majority are left
in the dark.”
Ilazel Rich
Communication Science/1978

“I think they voted them into offibeWdbb^hat
they .think is best. 1 think it made people think
seriously and brought attention tty the subject. I
didn't agree with the petition to
impeach Sahner. 1 feel they
exercised the power that they
were given.”
Greg Mondadori
Uncommitted/1981

“I don’t think they have the right to close the
paper. That is too much power for one person.
The paper is a form of checks
and balances over the SGA. I
enjoy reading the paper.”
Audrey Gatling
Political Science/1978'
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To The Editor:
I believe the student body simply
We are all too much aware of what
wants you to do what you said you
has been going on recently in regard to
would do. Work on trying to solve our
the MONTCLARION and the SGA.
real problems and don’t try to fabricate
We have heard how the Legislature
any not really there.
took over four hours to discuss the
If the Executive Board cannot alter
matter and try to persuade Charles
their methods and do what is
Sahner,SGA President, to allow the
expected—acting for the students and
paper to go Jo press. We have seen how
being true leaders of the Legislature Sahner and Keith Ansbacher took
then perhaps you should step aside now
irresponsible action and froze their
before a recall is done.
budget in direct opposition to the will of
Scott Garrett
the Legislature and the student body.
Political Science/1981
This situation and the questions of
willful abuse of power that it presents
are important ones. But a still larger
problem is the amount of time spent by
the SGA on such matters.
For the most part, very little
legislation came to the floor Nov. 29 due
to the considerable amount of time
wasted on this one issue. The
Legislature would argue that this time
was not wasted at all, for they were
merely doing their part in protecting the To The Editor:
I am writing in regard to the recent
MONTCLARION against the abuses
of the executives. Where, then, does the freeze of the MONTCLARION’s funds
fault lie for this problem of having by the SGA. I was really angered by
meetings where nothing of relevance is their decision. Instead of freezing the
accomplished? Who is • it that is MONTCLARION’s budget, Charles
supposed to be leading the SGA down a Sahner, SGA President, had other
road of efficient and effective work options in which to deal with the
beneficial to the student body? Clearly, situation.
One of these options was to cut back
the answer is Sahner and the rest of the
the
paper’s budget by 10%, but instead,
Executive Board.
|he
decided to deny the students a
This last meeting of the SGA shows
the inability of this year’s Executive newspaper altogether. The fact that
Board to deal with matters on a $13,300 is missing is not something to
rational, mature, and proportional overlook, I agree, but that does not give
basis. The meeting was purely him the right to deny the students their
characteristic of the many meetings right to express their opinions through
where more time was spent on irrelevant the MONTCLARION. Sahner’saction
and superfluous matters rather than the clearly shows that he has no respect or
issues deemed important by the consideration for the majority of the
students. It was characteristic also in students who see the MONTCLARION
that the Executive Board distorted as an excellent paper and as their only
totally out of proportion an issue that way of keeping informed of the events
could have been handled adequately by on campus.
There are a few questions that are not
a less autocratic and flamboyant means.
clear
to the students of MSC. Why does
What action has the student body
seen from the SGA in regard to matters Sahner want to spend $2,000-$ 10,000
such as the proposed tuition increase, on an audit, when there already was one
campus housing, or shuttle service, etc? this Sum m er? Why did he wait until the
Perhaps you forgot, Charles, but these paper was nearly finished before he told
are the things you said you would work them to stop the MONTCLARION
on for us. You weren’t elected to play from printing? There seems to be a lot
politics, nor to show how much power ,more involved here than money. Mr.
you ¡yid your cohorts could muster Sahner, the powers of the SGA
Presidency are the strongest on campus.
against organizations you don’t like.

The MONTCLARION seems to be a
hindrance to our President, who seems
only to care about his ideas and needs,
instead of those of the students.
Dennis ¡Hashuk
English/1981

M a n ’s P la c e
To the Editor:
In regard J o the article, “A Man’s
Place is in the Home” (11/16/78), the
authors would like to clarify that the K6 teacher certification mentioned in the
article is not available at MSC. The
Home Economics Dept, on campus
offers certification to teach home
economics K-12 or nursery/kindergar
ten certification.
Lori Lieherman /1981
Lori McDonough/1981
Patrice N icot/1979
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F o n d F a rew e ll
To the Editor: .
I’d like this letter to serve two
purposes. First, to express my
appreciation and love for this school
and second, to let all the students now
attending know how much there is at
MSC to grow with.
Three and a half years ago I returned
to school at 28 years of age as an
undergraduate at MSC. I was scared,
doubted myself, and asked, “Will 1
make it? Am 1 smart enough? Do I fit
.in?” I am a single parent of a precious
little girl and I knew 1needed a degree to

1

'advance in the business world and
handle my future finances and
responsibilities. I had no idea then what
an enriching experience was before me.
Thanks to these past few years at
MSC I have grown both emotionally
and intellectually. I’ve met all kinds of
1 terrific people...classmates who have
been warm, open and honest, professors
and instructors, like Lee Primiano,
Arnold Schancupp, and Dorothy
Shapiro, with whom I shared conflicts,
laughter, anger, love, and learning.
Thanks to a special person in
psychological servjces 1found out who I
am. Thanks to the Women’s Center,
Constance Waller and all the womfen
I’ve met, I found support and
knowledge about women’s history,
rights,and changing roles. Thanks to the
Business Dept. I will make a fine
accountant. Thanks to Glen Rehorn I
can tune .up my car and to Henry Ferris
■for my lifesaving- smd _WSLXha nk sjU)~
Eileen Bruck in Career Services for all
the transfusions and to Bill Welsch my
counselor for our great talks. Thanks to
the nice guys and good company in the
Veterans Office....thanks to everyone 1
met and shared part of my life with.
1 am graduating in January and
leaving this very precious part of my
life. But, because of this experience, and
the growth and strength it has given me,
my future years will be positive!
I just did not want to leave without
thanking you all....
,

Judy Mosher
Business Administration/1979

LATIN INSIGHT

I

Help The Hungry
By Daisy Brito
Hunger to many of us is a mildly felt discomfort, experienced after missing a
meal. Hunger to the truly hungry is an ever-present, frightening reality. It is a cycle
of malnutrition, sickness, and death. Colombia, a land with its cool mountains,
valleys, with an abundance of precious minerals, creates a visual illusion of a
country with fairly high developed plateaus and wealth. Yet one very real and
serious problem plaguing this country* is “hunger.” Colombia, still a two-class
society, has a middle class growing very-slowly. In view of this, the unequal
distribution of wealth will be generally seen as a major effect on the population that
is suffering from poverty and malnutrition.
The National Institute of Nutrition of Colombia had once reported 40.000
children under the age of 5 years to have died by causes related to malnutrition. It is
not until such figures begin to take a real meaning in terms of human lives that
anything begins to be done to aid these people. We selfishly wait to hear that 40,000
children died of causes or diseases which are treatable, and in some cases, non
existent in cultures such as ours.
The decisions and actions we make can prevent this kind of suffering. You, at the
individual-level, can respond to this situation. You can give large or small sums to
relief funds. You can write to your Representative requesting a need for increased
government assistance. You can also demonstrate, hold symbolic fasts, or anything
‘ similar to these efforts which will in some way help provide for the hungry.
It is therefore my overall desire to encourage you to play an active part in helping
thousands of other suffering people. Relief organizations are in constant need of
support. Many remain in existence only with the help of a small number ol
dedicated members. It is, unfortunately, through the efforts of only a few members
that valued assistance may be offered to the hungry.
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ON SECOND THOUGHT

Finals Can Be F u n n y— Almost
By M eryl Yourish
Well, folks, it’s that time of year
again! Are you ready for the scourge of
students past, present, and future? I
mean, of course. Final Exams.
Let me straighten you out on
something first. Finals do not creep up
on you. You turn around and they are
there. They do not wait quietly for the
middle of December. They stab you in:
the back on the first of the month, when
you realize that you have enough
neglected reading to last you six years.
1was attacked by onejust last month.
1 was leaving my 1I AM class, trying to
decide if 1 wanted to chance my
digestive system on the chicken
croquettes or just do it the easy way and
have rat poison for lunch. All of a
sudden, I heard a papery rattle behind
me.
“What was Lewis Carroll’s real
“Get a grip, Steve. You’ve got a lot
equals two pi R. The Jazz Singer was
name?”
the exam whispered to me.
ahead of you.”
the first talkie.”
“Charles Lutwidge Dodgson,” I
“ Don’t 1 know it. Five finals, two
“That’s better,” the exam purred.
term papers, and an oral presentation! quavered. “Leave me alone!” I shouted.
“Quickly now, who was the only
“ It’s not even December yet! Besides.
all in the next two days.”
American President to have a wife that
^J’m
on my lunch hour.”
“Your finals are not what I’m
was not born here?”
The exam was relentless. “Recite
referring to, Steve. I meant your new
It was then that 1 decided to make an
place in life here in the Twilight Zone...” Elizabeth Browning’s 43rd sonnet,” it
end of this examination. .Casually, 1
“Sure. Look, I’m kinda busy, so, if hissed.
took out my cigarettes and lighter.
“I don’t know that any more,” 1
you don’t mind... Lemme see, ok,
“John Quincy Adams,” I said. “ Mind
pleaded. Major Women Poets was
mitosis: a process in which...”
il j smoke?”,
.r:
two years ago.”
“All right, Steve, I see .1 have to get
. . “ Not if-: ,-,yoji<’ t^jilrijtfifvowjbiiiVi
“Silence! idiot!” the exam roared.
rough...”
Shakespeare’s first tragedy was,” the
“What’s
the difference between a
“God, I feel whooped.” Yawn. “1
exam replied.
think I’ll just catch a few z’s here and...” dimeter and a trimeter?”
“Romeo and Juliet,” I exhaled.
“1 really care. Why don’t you go pick
Snore.
“ Hey! Watch where you flick those
on a Freshman?”
ashes. What—what are you doing with
“Dr. Miller sent me after you,” the
No rational explanation can account
that lighter? Look out! Be careful!
exam hissed. “She wants to get even for
for what happened to Student over
That’s my corner! Hey! Aarghh! I’m
the smoking column. Now, spell and
those next two days. He ate almost
melting! Melting...”
define dermatophyte.”
nothing. He ingested too much nicotine,
“It’s not nice to steal other people’s
;“ F-u-”
caffeine, and sometimes stronger drugs
lines,” 1 told it. “You can do better than
“Don’t get fresh.” the’ Final sniffed,
like speed. He thought he heard voices.
that. Why don’t you try, ‘Once burned,
“Now,
what is the capital of North
And yet, Steve Student showed up for
twice shy’?” Heartless? Yes, but the
Dakota?”
the five finals. He completed both term
exam deserved it. Final Exams have no
“ 1 can’t see that it really makes a
papers. The oral presentation went well.
right to be lurking the Campus in
difference. Have you ever been there? It
The only explanation lies in the stars.
November. Callously, I watched the
makes Passaic look like a paradise,” I ashes dissipate in the wind. As I made
It is a place that most of you will be
replied.
visiting this week. The surreal space
my way to the Cafeteria, though, 1could
“One more smart answer out of you
where there is no time: The Twilight
have sworn 1 heard a soft voice crackle,
and PM make you watch six straight
Zone.
“Wait ’til next year.” I then left.
hours of The Gong Show.”
Matt Wilson is the Editorial Page
M en I Yourish is a columnist fo r the
“No!” I cried. “Anything but that! E
Editor on the MfONTCLA RION.
MONTCLARION.
equals me squared. Circumference

By M att Wilson
Meet Steve Student. Age: 21
Occupation: student at MSC.
No one would find anything about
Student that would distinguish him
from other young men of his age group.
He is reasonably bright, almost
handsome, has two parents and one
.girlfriend.
But something is going to happen
that will radically transform Student’s
comfortable life. An event so vast and
terrible that it borders on the surreal.
The next stop for Student: The Twilight
Zone Today’s episode: Final’s Week.
Arrgh! Thum p. Damn. Click,
c lic k e ty c lic k , c la c k , c lu m p .
Arrraarrgggh!
The sounds drift out Student’s
bedroom window in Wayne, NJ. It is
2:30 AM, Sun., Dec. 17. Time for
Student to walk into the abyss, where
there is no time. Student has entered the
zone.
“Student! Steve Student!”
“Pi equals two R cubed. Shakespeare
is really talking about his parents, who
abused him badly, in Hamlet. A cell is
composed of a nucleus, cytoplasm, uh,
hellwithit.”
“Student! STUDENT!”
“Wha? Jesus, what was in that stuff.’
I’m hearing voices...”
“Correct, Student. Your first correct
answer tonight.”
“Jesus, that stuff is really wild. I’m
going back to No-Doze.”
“ It’s not the speed. Student. I’m not a
product of your chemically-altered,
fatigue-plagued brain.”
“No?”
“No.” '
“Well, what are you then?”
“You have passed out of your normal
existence, Steve. You are in a place
' where there is no time. In short, you’re
in the Twilight Zone,”
“No. I’m not. That show was canceled
years ago...”
“I’m not kidding, Steve. Go ahead,
look at your clock.”
“ Oh my G od! I t ’s ru n n in g
backwards! Now it’s .floating, even
Manson couldn’t do that...”
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New D oors:

o f th e Lizard
By Ilan Strasser
An American Prayer are
Jim Morrison
connected by a number of older
An American Prayer
Doors songs (Riders on the
Music by The Doors
\ Storm; Texas Radio and the
Elektra 5E-&2
Big Beat, and Roadhouse
Although Jim Morrison died
Blues, here done live and many
in. 1971, it is impossible to
times more electrifying than the
ignore the vast body of work he
original). What is revealed here
jdid with The Doors. A seminal
is that it waS- the three other
California band. The Doors,
Doors besides Morrison who
fronted by Morrison, spoke out
really carried the band .
against the madness of their
Morrison may have written
times.. The Doors became
most of the. songs and sung
important because they were
them with the immediacy and
sayitt^ ” ev'efythingi We11 wei*e
efnotion that captured a
believing,'and they weren’t just
generation, but it is the style
telling us. The power that they
and consistency of his back-up
o b ta in e d by im m ersin g
men that inevitably carried
themselves in popular music
everything off. The “Doors as
gave them <a voice that could
a lw a y s w e re th e b e s t
reach everybody. And because
interpreters of Morrison’s
so much of what they had to say
‘Vision.
could affect so many people.
The ' problems here are
The D o o rs w ere o fte n
misunderstood, loathed, or
attacked. Now after many
years of work, there is a new
Vangelis
Doors album. An American
Beaubourg
Prayer consists of poems and
RCA A EL 1-3020
lyrics written- by Jim Morrison
By Kevin Kelleher
before his death. The music on
Electronic music is coming
the album has been filled in by
of age.
the remaining exDoors(Robby
Through years of suffering at
Krieger, Ray Man/arek, and
the hands of spectacular
John Densmore) over the last
show m en such as Keith
six years.
Emerson, and even the more
The album is presented as an
carefu lly produced Pete
historical remembrance of a
TownsHend, the synthesizer
period of time and of one
has remained a noisemaker. It
band’s existence within that
has not often enjoyed the status
time. Though the emphasis is
of a real musical instrument.
on Morrisoi», the album is
Thankfully, Vangelis has
plainly a Doors “work” in the
rescued it from this soundsense th a t w ith o u t his
effects syndrome. Beaubourgis
exbuddies, Morrison could not
good music.
have carried off An American
Beaubourg is also bizarre. <•
Prayer. He might have had
Several parts of it (there is only
e n o u g h c o n v ic tio n , but
the one piece, Beaubourg, on
responsbility was never one of
the album) remind one of the
his long suits. While the album
work of Edgar Varese, that
is uncompromisingly brutal
pioneer of electronic music.
and honest, full of anger,
T ake Bea ub ou rg , fo r
accusations, and fear; it is not
example. It can be appreciated
brilliant. It is exceptional in
on many levels. One could drop
many ways, yet Jim Morrison
it on the stereo while doing
only ends up playing a small
household chores (practicing
part in this album’s overall
the shot put, ironing socks,
success.
etc.). As background music, it
The new poems and music on - is unique.
•

complex, however, and 1 think
many of them could have been
avoided. Morrison’s excesses
ruin many of the song-poems
here, especially A wake and
Dawn's Highway. Most of the
writing is poor, and there is a
consistently rushed quality to
the words, rushed in the sense
that images and thoughts never
iproperly develop. What the
poems mostly, do is give us
■quick glim pses into the
(hundreds ofi ideas th a t
¿Morrison thought important
•enough to think about and
ijvrite down. But in none of the
poems are we really able to get
at just what Morrison is
thinking about. After listening
to several cuts, I get the feeling
that something very important
is happening, but I .can’t quite

B izarre B eaubourg
On a more neurotic level, one
could try to piece together a
mental picture or mood from
the piece. Ask, what sort of
hell-hole is Beaubourg? Is it
interesting orfun? Could a sane
man live a good life there?
On the truly psychotic level,
one could study the music
itself, or its effects upon the
mind.
It must be said (in the public
interest) that this album is not
for everyone. Anyone who is
exclusively devoted to punk,
disco, rock ’n’ roll, or
mainstream jazz will hate it.
But, the comtemplative, the
man h alf-m ad , and th.e
working-class college student
with a taste for the bizarre will
all join hands over Beaubourg.

put my finger on it. J can’t tie
my definitions to Morrison's.
^ It is because of Morrison's
e a rly in v e n tiv e n e ss and_
coherency that this" comes as
such a shock. Yet, there is still
some worthwhile material here.
■Witness, for example, this
excerpt from Stoned Immacu
late: “Soft driven/slow -and
mad/Like some new language,jiReaching your head with the
cold, sudden fury of a divine
m e s s e n g e r,“ or D a w n ’s
Highway: “Can we resolve the
past/Curking jaws, joints in
time?/The Base/To come of
age in a dry place/Holes and
caves.”.
This in fact is what Morrison
and The Doors were all about.
The coming of age in a new age,
devoid of all pretensions and
liés. What makes-An American
Prayer successful then is the
interspersing of old and new
songs, the feel of the new music
itself (that a function of the
superb editing), and Morri
son's deep voice. Perhaps it is
the hysteria that accompanied
The Doors when they were
actively touring that jaded
Morrison’s writing. However,
as demonstrated here, there is a
power and authority to his
voice even when he speaks.
Even when he speaks of
unimportant things. Morri
son’s power, coupled with his
own self-image, eventually led
to denegration of The Doors.
His fiery, confused, and often
sexually malevolent pranks
would have disbanded the
group, I think, even if he had
not died. Morrison’s self moti
vated, ill-defined defense of his

generation was not consistent
with the rest of The Doors
philosophy that music is an
.¡extension of the whole and not
the seif; MaEUS^'^IMrrd'Titfve
eventually destroyed The
Doors.
* .
F u rth e rm o re , much o f
Morrison’s early material was
deprecating in a somewhat
distant way (The .Unknown
Soldier). Some of it was even
mediocre and floundered in
■self-mockery (Strange Ways).
Though there was excellent
material and even thoughThe
,Doors as a whole overcame"
M o r r i s o n ' s l y r i c a l a nd
structural deviations, it is hard
to imagine Morrison seriously
Concerned with his audience.
While he had plenty to say of
importance, I don’t think even
he fully understood what he
represented to an entire
generation of young people
searching for a new hope and
guidance with which to escape
the riotous 60’s.
In the end, Jim Morrison
and The Doors have delivered
an album that reflects a period
i of time with which we are all
a we d , if no t a n g e r e d ,
frustrated, and demoralized as
well. As much as An American
Prayer tells us about The
Doors, it tells Us infinitely more
about ourselves. Jim Morri' s o n ’s m o s t i m p o r t a n t
contribution, through popular
music, was that he started an
entire nation rethinking its
va lue s, a t t i t u d e s , and
philosophies. An American
Prayer is a sadly honest
reminder that we’ve become
complacent all over again.
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F lick Through F reire’s P ics
By Jose M . Freire
As 1978 grinds to a halt, a
look back at the films of the
year seems to be in order.
Cinematically the year wasn’t a
bad one although mediocrity
seemed to be the year’s basic
style. Here then ¡s a list of the
best and the worst that the
cinema has produced during
the year.
TJte fil ms ar e listed
al phabet i cal l y, and their
position on the roster is not the
result of a qualitive judgement.
The first business at hand is the
perennial list of the year’s ten
best releases.
Bread and Chocol at e,
directed by Franco Brusati.
dealt with the hardships of
Italian immigrants living in
Switzerland. The- inspired
performance of Nino Manfredi
bound the film’s tragic and
comic elements together. This
insightful, brutally funny,
soci al c o m m e n t a r y also
m a r k e d Anna. K a r i n a ’s
explosive return to the screen.
Terence Malick’s Days of
Heaven was easily the best
American film of the year. The
superb direction, beautiful
cinematography, and * novel
presentation of the plot all
combined to create an incisive
•picture of the horror of
Americana. The film was
powerful because its meanings
were displayed both in the
lovely images and in the sparse.

eloquence of Malick’s script.
Michael Cimino directed
The Deer Hunter from a
screenplay by Derec Wash
burn. Although the film will
not be officially released until
February of 1979, preview
screenings in both New York
and Los Angeles classify the
film as a 1978 release. Cimino’s
powerful, grotesque film is a
p a r a b l e f or A m erica’s
involvement in the Vietnam
war. His hard-hitting direction
and Robert DeNiro’s greatest
performance yet combine to
make The Deer Hunter the
y e a r’s most realistically
frightening release.
Brazil, a country whose
movie industry is practically
the worst in the world,
produced a light, yet racous,
comedy. Dona Flora and Her
Two Husbands told the story of
a woman with two husbands,
one dead, one living. Director
Bruno Barletto's Comic tale
analyzed the defects of a
Puritan society that empha
sizes security over passion in a
marriage.
Walter Hill both wrote and
directed The Driver, a suspense
film that dealt with the efforts
of a crazed detective (Bruce
Dern) to capture a professional
getaway driver (Ryan O’Neal).
The film was one of the finest
contemporary attempts to deal
with American mythic figures
in a modern, urban environ
ment.' Fine performances by

Isabelle Adjani and Ronee
Blakely also served to make
The Driver one of the year’s
most noteworthy films.
Brian De Palma’s The Fury
was that great rarity, a horror
film aimed more at the mind
than at the heart. The suspense
scenes were tight and effective,
the dramatic scenes success
fully avoided melodrama, and
the performances by the rather
large cast of principles were
excellent. The film also
presented several technological
advancements for the medium
and The Fury stands as one of
the most t echnol ogicall y
astounding films ever made.
Director Martin Scorcese
filmed The Band’s final concert
appearance, and the result was
o n e o f th e few r o c k
documentaries of any/ real
significance. Not only did
Scorcese’s The Last Waltz
make the concert real for us,
but he also showed the
frustrations of living on the
road in his interviews with
band members.
Stanley Donen directed
some of the finest musicals of
the 1950s. In 1978 he released
Movie Movie, a light, campy,
thoroughly enjoyable comedy.
In this pastiche of the boxer
films and musicals of the 1930s:
Donen was not only satirizing
the vapidity of those early films
but also the current craze for
boxing films and big, lavish
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Midnight Express, a one-sided
view of Turkish prisons;
Paradise Alley, yet another
chapter in the life of America’s
favorite illiterate, Sylvester
Stallone.
Completing the list of the ten
worst films of the year are
Rabbit Test, the tasteless tale of
the world's first pregnant man;
Sargeant Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band, a movie' so
lit with neon that one wanted
to leave the theater screaming;
Slow Dancing in the Big City, a
cheaply sentimental tale of a fat
j our na l i s t and a skinny
ballerina; The Swarm.
in
which millions of deadly bees
kill Olivia De Havilland (this
was one of the true pleasures of
the year); and Who’ll Stop the
R a i n , e a s i l y t he mos t
pretentiously idiotic movie of
the decade.
Getting a strongly dishonor
able mention are the following:
Comes a Horseman, in which
Jane Fonda’s dirty face passed
for deep, social commentary:
F . I . S . T . a n o t h e r hor r i d
m'onstrosity from the “mind” of
Sylvester Stallone; Grease, a
film about 35-vear-old high
school students; Perceval, a
French • film whose lethargy
p»ssecF:i!ror
K¥?m: 'JIfrniF
Superman. the nTb-jfexpensive;
purple, pink, violet, and white
turkey of the year.
This then, was the year that

musicals.
Little Brooke Shields made a
startling debut in Louis Malle’s
Pretty Baby. The film detailed
the adventures of a young girl
living in a brothel in turn-of-the
century New Orleans. The
superior acting, direction, and
cinematography made the film
a standout.
The finest foreign film of the
year was France's Violette. As
directed by Claude Chabrol,
the film dealt with the true
story of a teenage girl who
poisons her parents. Isabelle
Huppert gave a brilliant,
terrifyingly cold performance
as the title character, a girl who
was forced into crime by a
destructive bourgeoisie society.
Receiving honorable
mentions are Robert Mulli
gan's B loodbrothers. - Hal
Ashby’s Coining Home, Jane
W a g n e r ’. s M o m e n t by
Moment, France’s Replay, and
Russia’s A Slave of Love.
At the bottom of the
cinematic dung heap for 1978
were the following films: Death
On The Nile, a relentlessly
boring adaptation of the
Agatha "Christie novel; The
Greek Tycoon, a thinly
d i s g u - DmcL -p lo t te d j|
depictiotf**W
j livesi 0$
Aristotfe OnmfsiSr' and Jackie'
Kennedy; The Manitou, the
story of d woman with a
500-year-old Indian medicine
man growing out pf her neck;

'o
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The Russian Liturgical
Singers will also perform at
Memorial Auditorium on Sat.,
Dec. 16, at 8:30 PM. As an
added feature of the concert,
the Glinka Dancers will appear
in several Russian dance
numbers.
The 35 members of the a
cappella, all-male chorus are
drawn from both professional
and non-professional ranks,
most of them with back
grounds in Russian Orthodox
Churches in the Northern New
Jersey area. The group was
founded 25 years ago and since
1964 has been directed by
George Margitich.

The singers have been
appearing annually at the
Talbot Festival in Passaic since
their beginning. They have also
performed at a number of
colleges, including West Point
a n d th e U n i v e r s i t y of
Delaware, and in such houses
of worship as St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, Riverside Church,
and the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine. They have recorded
the liturgy of St. John
C hrysostom and selected
Russian music and folk songs.

Fri., Dec. 15, at 8:30 PM in
Memorial Auditorium.
The Sweet Adelines is an
i nt e r nat i onal ba r be r s hop

S w e e t A d e lin e s

SEASONS6REETIN&
FSbMTHEARBSTUFF

The West Essex and Jersey
Hills Chapters of the Sweet
Adelines of Harmony will join
in a performance at MSC on

harmony organization with
more than 30,000 women
belonging to over 600 chapters
across the United States and in

Sweden.
The 80-voice combined
chorus will be heard in a
number of favorite barbershop
n u m b e r s wi t h f e a t u r e d
selections by two quartets
Strauss and Company and The
Bright Side. The West Essex
Chapter is from Montclair and
is directed by Carol Wasman.
The Jersey Hills Chapter,
located in Whippany, has
Jackie Rudy as its director.

5

Both MSC appearances are
sponsored by the College’s
Office of Cultural Program
ming. Tickets at $4 per person
may be reserved by contacting
that office in Gallerv One at
893-5112._______A

O n e g li a ’s
I n the M o o d
Mario F. Oneglia will direct
a concert of contemporary jazz
music at MSC on Thurs,, Dec.
14, at 8 PM in Memorial
Auditorium.
The concert will feature thres*
student groups: the Montclair
Jazz Machine, which was
founded last year; a new
instrumental group called
Power; and a new vocal group,
Clair-Chords. To introduce a
newly acquired electric piano,
Oneglia has composed The
M.ontclarion Jazz Dance for
elej^ric.
#jid ,bqnd|.,.,'Lherpiano,.soloist,will be Thomas
Tuomala, a Senior from
Waldwick.
Toni DePalma", a Junior
Voice Major from Hasbrouck
Heights, will be the soloist in
Sondheim’s Send in the Clowns
and will also be featured at the
piano. Among other selections
are In the Mood by Glenn
Miller, The Kid from Red Band
by Count Bassie, and h Don’t
Mean a Thing I f it Ain't Got
Th at S w i n g , by D u k e
Ellington.
Oneglia, who lives in
Montclair, is well-known to
residents of the area for his
musical activities as trumpet
soloist and as director of shows
for the Montclair Operetta
Club and the Montclair State
Players. He formerly played
with some of the leading
orchestras of the big band era.
Admission to the Dec. 14
concert is free. Fur t he r
information may be obtained
by calling.893-5231.
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L a cro sse H a s
Tribe
Its D a y
Tomahawks SCSC
In what Coach Rich Safman called the best match all year,
MSC destroyed Southern.Connecticut State College (SCSC) 388.
“Our guys were aggressive and 1 was very pleased with their
performance,” Sofman said. Aggressive they were; they only
suffered one loss and one draw.
Freshman Wayne Mills, derisioned Jim Dalton 6-2, to improve
his record to 4-2. Another Freshman, Chuck Bronder, pinned
Tony Milner in 7:51, to give him a 3-3 record for the season.
Ken Mallory at 142 lbs. remained undefeated by destroying
Jerry Klein 23-8, to improve his record to 6-0. Mallory looks to be
headed for another National Title.
f
Mike Sickles at 150 lbs. improved his record to 5-1 by
decisioning Dan McDonald 6-2. Scott Morelli at 134 lbs. pinned
Paul Bulzomi, to improve to 2-0.

The Indians improved their record to 4-2, and have two meets
this weekend. They will meet the University of Georgia at 8 PM on
Friday at honie, and then take on C.W. Post in a Quad meet on
Saturday at Post at 1 PM.
The two losses for the Indians were against Princeton and
Lockhaven. Princeton defeated the Indians 26-16, while
Lockhaven squeaked out a 22-17 victory.
The four Indian victories were against Rider College, Boston
University, (BU), East Stroudsburg State College (ESSC), and
Southern Connecticut State College (SCSC). They defeated
Rider 28-13, Boston University 34-11, ESSC 23-19 and SCSC
38-8.
The Indians have four meets left before Christmas vacation ane~
could be 8-2, and are looking forward to the rest of what could be
a very successful season.

S p e c ia l
O ly m p ic s

The second annual Meet the New Jersey
Lacrosse Coaches Day will be held Sat., Dec. 16,
from 9 AM until noon at MSC’s Student
Center. Admission is free.
The host for the day will be Indian Head
Lacrosse Coach Spencer Willard. He will be
joined by all 11 College and University Lacrosse
Coaches from throughout the state.
This day is set up as an opportunity for high
school players and coaches to get to meet the
coaches and discuss Lacrosse on the College
level in the state. Both coaches and players find
this a great chance to find out information about
colleges and players in one centralized location.
“Our main purpose is to have informal
discussions among students and coaches so as to
promote our own programs and build New
Jersey Lacrosse,” Willard said.
Willard continued by saying that last year’s
' program was very successful, and they are
hoping that the interest will steadily grow in
Lacrosse.

A very perceptive anthropologist named
Ashley Montagu once remarked that to love
means to communicate to the other that you will
never fail him, and you will always be standing
by with all the necessary encouragement.
This type of love and sharing was shown
recently in a soccer clinic run for over 200
mentally retarded children and young adults.
The New Jersey Special Olympics sponsored this
event.
The Special Olympics is a statewide program
of physical fitness and sports training. Statewide
director Tim Sullivan and Lenard Lucenko,
soccer coordinator and nationally distinguished
soccer coach, ran this second annual clinic two
weeks ago at Brookdale Park in Bloomfield.
With the help of Hazel Wacker, Bob Gleason,
the Montclair High School’s soccer coach, and
over 125 student volunteers from MSC and
Montclair High, fundamental soccer skills were
imparted by the student volunteers.
As Lucenko noted, NJ is the first State to have
such a pilot for the mentally retarded.
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MSC Squaws
Squelch Skeptics
By Dave W ertheim
To paraphrase Mark Twain, reports of the death of MSC>
Women’s Basketball Team have been greatly exaggerated. The
Squaws third place finish in last weekend’s Tournament of
Champions in Las Vegas, Nevada should squelch those skeptics
who predicted the demise of the “ Blaze”-less (graduated
AllAmerican Carol Blazejowski) roundballers. Their efforts
moved them up two notches in the National Poll, from 19th to
17th place......
The Squaws were led by a balanced scoring attack, as four
players hit for double figures during the two game tournament,
which was won by the host school. University of Nevada Las
Vegas (UNLV).
After an opening round loss to UNLV 81-75, the Squaws
defeated fourth ranked North Carolina State University (NCS)
80-75. Pat Colasurdo’s 27 point 10 rebound performance and Jill
Jeffrey’s 18 point effort lifted MSC over the Wolfpack. Both were
named to the All-Tournament Team. Sophomore Pat Fixter
came off the bench to score 13 points.
The Squaws built up a 47-31 halftime lead over NCS aided by
seven Fixter points in a 2:30 span. A tenacious full-court press was
also instrumental in gaining the 16 point bulge over the much
taller Wolfpack squad.
_________ _

M SC rebounds after 81-75 loss to
University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNL V),
to defeat North Carolina State (NCS) 8075. A jumper by Pat Colasurdo and two
foul shots by Alice Schmidt gave them the
victory._______ _____ ______ _________ _
„ NCS roared hackin'jdose the gap to 51-49 with T4:23 remaining
5o play. MSC countered witUD!1unhffswer^3 points; for a 62-49
‘lead with 11:26 to go in the consolation contest.
The Wolfpack wasn’t done, as Guard Ginger Rouse (29 points,
also named to All-Tourney Squad) and 6 ft.-5 in. Center June
Doby led their last comeback attempt, cutting MSC’s lead tc74-73
with just 3:23 left in the game.
After trading non-scoring shots, Colasurdo hit a jumper with 46
seconds left, and Guard Alice Schmidt made good on two foul
shots with 21 seconds left, to ice the game.
NET NOTES —Forward Karen Smith had her best game as an
MSC’er against UNLV, scoring 22 points...Freshman Robin
Crawford was also effective off bench vs. NC State...UNLV
placed three players on All-Tourney Squad and Teresa Willis was
named MVP ...University of Maryland took second, but failed
to place a player on the All-Tourney Squad...Next game will be
Friday at Penn State University in the Lady Lion Classic... It will
be broadcast over WMSC-FM, 90.3 starting Friday at 8:50 PM...

L a d y L io n C la ssic
The Squaws will be involved in a Christmas Tournament. They
will play in the Lady Lion Classic which will be held on Fri., Dec.
15, and Sat., Dec. 16, from 7-9 PM. The teams involved are
Michigan State, Penn State, and Queens College.
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THE LEATHER OUTLET
"FABULOUS LEATHERS AT FANTASTIC PRICES"

Fashion experts predict that this
Winter, leather will be one of the
most important items in your wardrobe
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Come check our line of winter fashions
with their everyday low prices:
High fashion jeans (Sasson.
Bonjour, Ferrari, Jeanetics).
sweaters,tops (large selection of
India) dress pdhfs.coats,
linqerie.dresses.skirts.jewelry.
belts,handbags.shoes.and more

We have a large selection
of mens and ladies outerwear,
all at prices you won’t believe!
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Mallory E xtends Streak To 4 3 -0
Ken Mallory Has picked up this
season where he left off last year—
winning. Mal l ory, M SC ’s AllAmerican wrestler, thus begins his quest
to become National Collegiate Athletic
A ssociation (NCAA) Division I
champion.
The season is young, but he has
already won his first three matches and
shows, signs of being even a better
wrestler than he was a year ago.
The feats he accomplished last season
are extraordinary. He posted a perfect
37-0 record, won the Metropolitan
Conference Title (MET), and captured
the NCAA Division 111 and Division I
C ham pionships. In winning the
Division 1 National Title he became the
first Division IH wrestler ever* to win
such a championship.
¿¡d
Last season was not anything very
surprising to people that have seen him
wresttet in. the past. During his
Sophomore year*tie-had an outstanding
33-3-1 record as well as winning the
MET and Division III Titles before
being eliminated in the National
Tournament.
Mallory feels that repeating his
success this year will be very tough. “I
know people will be out to get me since I
am the champ,” Mallory said. “1expect
my opponents will have more to shoot
for against me but I’ll be ready for
them.”
This past Summer he attended
numerous camps in an attempt to give
himself extensive mat work as he feels
that some of his wrestling techniques

'still needed improvement. He worked
|on leg wrestling, tourning, pinning, and
-riding.
“it definitely paid off, as I feel I really
am a~ better wrestler ability wise,”
Mallory noted. He continued by saying
that he has to be improving all the time
because the competition on the national
level is a lot tougher.
In looking beyond this season, the
Senior Biology Major from Boston,
Mass., would like to qualify for the
World Free-Style Championships next
Summer and then of course the 1980
Olympics in Moscow.
“Ability wise he should be an
Olympic Champion,” Head Coach Rich
Sofman commented. “He just'has to
make sure he is mentally ready this
season and doesn’t allow himself to
have any letdowns.
Sofman added that he has shown
much improvement but the pressure is
on him and repeating as champ will be
twice as hard.
Mallory would not only like to
personally finish up on top this season
but also feels that the team as a whole
has the potential to go all the way in
Division III. “Our Overall moral is
better, which should contribute to an
improved team,” a confident Mallory
said. “We.have a lot of indivi^Mal,talent
¿'nd competitive' spirit which ¡are
essential elements for a championship
team.”
M O N T C LA R IO N / Rod Grodt
In summing up about Mallory.
Sofman says, “He is a great inspiration
KEN M A L L O R Y ATTE MP TS A FI REM AN’S C A R R Y ON SOUTHERN
for MSC as well as all small colleges.”
CONNECTICUT STA TE COLLEGE'S J ER R Y KLEIN: Mallory displays the style
that he hopes will win him another National Title and a shot at the 1980 Olympics.

Aggressive Squaws Stun H awks
By Kenneth Lambert

M O N T C LA R IO N /B ob Clifford

Center Janice Ternyik

“Our defense is our offense,” MSC
Women’s Basketball guard Jill Jeffrey
said. The Squaws used a full court trap
press against Monmouth College, and
came up 74-38 winners.
Jeffrey and Alice Schmidt were two
key people on the press, as Schmidt
came up with seven steals and 12 points,
while Jefferey had one steal and 18
points.
“We press and run and look for the
shot,” she said. “This year we have to
have more balance , scoring, and
consistency from everyone since Carol
(Blazejowski) has graduated,” and this
was in evidence as every starter scored
at least six points.
Monmouth College got off to a bad
start, they lost starting guard Val
Collins just three minutes into the game.
Collins was involved in a freak
accident, and had to be taken to the
hospital, but by the games end, it was
not known how serious the injury was.
“Collins is very important to our
team, she is strong both offensively and
defensively. Last year she averaged 14
points a game,” Monmouth Coach
Joan Martin said.
“Despite the lopsided victory, it was
nat one of the. Squaws better games. We

looked tired at times, but we haven’t
practiced since Saturday, and 1 have to
be happy with the win,” MSC Coach
Maureen Wendelken said.
It was evident that they were tired,
because they began turning the ball over
more, and for awhile they went into a
defensive lapse, and scored only eight
more points than Monmouth in the
second half.
MSC won by 36 points, but they shot
just 40% from the field for the game,
while Monmouth shot a very poor
28.8%. While neither team -was
blistering the nets, the Squaws did make
enough baskets to win easily.^

“Our Defense Is Our O ffense”
;

MSC’s record now stands at 2-1.
They lost in the first round of the Vegas
Tournament 81-75 to the I'niversity of
Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), and then
defeated North Carolina State (NCS)
80-75 in the consolation game.
The Squaws will next play in the
Lady Lion Classic on Dec. 15 and 16.
MSC will play four games over
iChristmas vacation. They will play
Concordia University, University of
, Missouri, Southern Connecticut State
College, and East Stroudsburg State
¡College. All four games will be at home.

Forward Fran Klak

